PAVE and DECIDE - Ground Lesson
Attention
(YAWN) Do not worry I had some allergy meds…oh the pollen. Let’s go fly.
Objective
To learn the DECIDE and PAVE models.
Schedule
Ground instruction – 10 minutes
Reference Material
PHAK FAA-H-8083-25B
Material
The PAVE Checklist
Another way to mitigate risk is to perceive hazards. By incorporating the PAVE checklist into
preflight planning, the pilot divides the risks of flight into four categories: Pilot in command
(PIC), Aircraft, enVironment, and External pressures (PAVE) which form part of a pilot’s
decision making process.
Once a pilot identifies the risks of a flight, he or she needs to decide whether the risk, or
combination of risks, can be managed safely and successfully. If not, make the decision to
cancel the flight. If the pilot decides to continue with the flight, he or she should develop
strategies to mitigate the risks. One way a pilot can control the risks is to set personal minimums
for items in each risk category. These are limits unique to that individual pilot’s current level of
experience and proficiency.
For example, the aircraft may have a maximum crosswind component of 15 knots listed in the
aircraft flight manual (AFM), and the pilot has experience with 10 knots of direct crosswind. It
could be unsafe to exceed a 10 knot crosswind component without additional training.
Therefore, the 10 knot crosswind experience level is that pilot’s personal limitation until
additional training with a certificated flight instructor (CFI) provides the pilot with additional
experience for flying in crosswinds that exceed 10 knots.
P = Pilot in Command (PIC)
The pilot is one of the risk factors in a flight. The pilot must ask, “Am I ready for this trip?” in
terms of experience, recency, currency, physical, and emotional condition. The IMSAFE
checklist provides the answers.
A = Aircraft
What limitations will the aircraft impose upon the trip? Ask the following questions:
• Is this the right aircraft for the flight?
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• Am I familiar with and current in this aircraft?
• Is this aircraft equipped for the flight? Instruments? Lights? Navigation and communication
equipment adequate?
• Can this aircraft use the runways available for the trip with an adequate margin of safety under
the conditions to be flown?
• Can this aircraft carry the planned load?
• Does this aircraft have sufficient fuel capacity, with reserves, for trip legs planned?
V = EnVironment
Weather
Weather is a major environmental consideration. Earlier it was suggested pilots set their own
personal minimums, especially when it comes to weather. As pilots evaluate the weather for
a particular flight, they should consider the following:
• What is the current ceiling and visibility? In mountainous terrain, consider having higher
minimums for ceiling and visibility, particularly if the terrain is unfamiliar.
• Consider the possibility that the weather may be different than forecast. Have alternative plans
and be ready and willing to divert, should an unexpected change occur.
• Consider the winds at the airports being used and the strength of the crosswind component.
• If flying in mountainous terrain, consider whether there are strong winds aloft. Strong winds in
mountainous terrain can cause severe turbulence and downdrafts and be very hazardous for
aircraft even when there is no other significant weather.
• Are there any thunderstorms present or forecast?
• If there are clouds, is there any icing, current or forecast? What is the temperature/dew point
spread and the current temperature at altitude? Can descent be made safely all along the
route?
• If icing conditions are encountered, is the pilot experienced at operating the aircraft’s deicing or
anti-icing equipment? Is this equipment in good condition and functional? For what icing
conditions is the aircraft rated, if any?
Terrain
Evaluation of terrain is another important component of analyzing the flight environment.
• To avoid terrain and obstacles, especially at night or in low visibility, determine safe altitudes in
advance by using the altitudes shown on VFR and IFR charts during preflight planning.
• Use maximum elevation figures (MEFs) and other easily obtainable data to minimize chances
of an inflight collision with terrain or obstacles.
Airport
• What lights are available at the destination and alternate airports? VASI/PAPI or ILS glideslope
guidance? Is the terminal airport equipped with them? Are they working? Will the pilot need to
use the radio to activate the airport lights?
• Check the Notices to Airmen (NOTAM) for closed runways or airports. Look for runway or
beacon lights out, nearby towers, etc.
• Choose the flight route wisely. An engine failure gives the nearby airports supreme
importance.
• Are there shorter or obstructed fields at the destination and/or alternate airports?
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Airspace
• If the trip is over remote areas, is there appropriate clothing, water, and survival gear onboard
in the event of a forced landing?
• If the trip includes flying over water or unpopulated areas with the chance of losing visual
reference to the horizon, the pilot must be prepared to fly IFR.
• Check the airspace and any temporary flight restriction (TFRs) along the route of flight.
Nighttime
• If the trip includes flying at night over water or unpopulated areas with the chance of losing
visual reference to the horizon, the pilot must be prepared to fly IFR.
• Will the flight conditions allow a safe emergency landing at night?
• Perform preflight check of all aircraft lights, interior and exterior, for a night flight. Carry at least
two flashlights—one for exterior preflight and a smaller one that can be dimmed and kept
nearby.
E = External Pressures
External pressures are influences external to the flight that create a sense of pressure to
complete a flight—often at the expense of safety. Factors that can be external pressures
include the following:
• Someone waiting at the airport for the flight’s arrival
• A passenger the pilot does not want to disappoint
• The desire to demonstrate pilot qualifications
• The desire to impress someone (Probably the two most dangerous words in aviation are
“Watch this!”)
• The desire to satisfy a specific personal goal (“gethome-itis,” “get-there-itis,” and “let’s-go-itis”)
• The pilot’s general goal-completion orientation
• Emotional pressure associated with acknowledging that skill and experience levels may be
lower than a pilot would like them to be. Pride can be a powerful external factor!
Managing External Pressures
Management of external pressure is the single most important key to risk management because
it is the one risk factor category that can cause a pilot to ignore all the other risk factors.
External pressures put time-related pressure on the pilot and figure into a majority of accidents.
The use of personal standard operating procedures (SOPs) is one way to manage external
pressures. The goal is to supply a release for the external pressures of a flight. These
procedures include but are not limited to:
• Allow time on a trip for an extra fuel stop or to make an unexpected landing because of
weather.
• Have alternate plans for a late arrival or make backup airline reservations for must-be-there
trips.
• For really important trips, plan to leave early enough so that there would still be time to drive to
the destination, if necessary.
• Advise those who are waiting at the destination that the arrival may be delayed. Know how to
notify them when delays are encountered.
• Manage passengers’ expectations. Make sure passengers know that they might not arrive on
a firm schedule, and if they must arrive by a certain time, they should make alternative plans.
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• Eliminate pressure to return home, even on a casual day flight, by carrying a small overnight
kit containing prescriptions, contact lens solutions, toiletries, or other necessities on every flight.
The DECIDE Model
Using the acronym “DECIDE,” the six-step process DECIDE Model is another continuous loop
process that provides the pilot with a logical way of making decisions. DECIDE means to
Detect, Estimate, Choose a course of action, Identify solutions, Do the necessary actions, and
Evaluate the effects of the actions.
Example:
First, consider a recent accident involving a Piper Apache (PA-23). The aircraft was
substantially damaged during impact with terrain at a local airport in Alabama. The certificated
airline transport pilot (ATP) received minor injuries and the certificated private pilot was not
injured. The private pilot was receiving a checkride from the ATP (who was also a designated
examiner) for a commercial pilot certificate with a multi-engine rating. After performing airwork at
altitude, they returned to the airport and the private pilot performed a single-engine approach to
a full stop landing. He then taxied back for takeoff, performed a short field takeoff, and then
joined the traffic pattern to return for another landing. During the approach for the second
landing, the ATP simulated a right engine failure by reducing power on the right engine to zero
thrust. This caused the aircraft to yaw right.
The procedure to identify the failed engine is a two-step process. First, adjust the power to the
maximum controllable level on both engines. Because the left engine is the only engine
delivering thrust, the yaw increases to the right, which necessitates application of additional left
rudder application.
The failed engine is the side that requires no rudder pressure, in this case the right engine.
Second, having identified the failed right engine, the procedure is to feather the right engine and
adjust power to maintain descent angle to a landing.
However, in this case the pilot feathered the left engine because he assumed the engine failure
was a left engine failure. During twin-engine training, the left engine out is emphasized more
than the right engine because the left engine on most light twins is the critical engine. This is
due to multiengine airplanes being subject to P-factor, as are single-engine airplanes. The
descending propeller blade of each engine will produce greater thrust than the ascending blade
when the airplane is operated under power and at positive angles of attack. The descending
propeller blade of the right engine is also a greater distance from the center of gravity, and
therefore has a longer moment arm than the descending propeller blade of the left engine. As a
result, failure of the left engine will result in the most asymmetrical thrust (adverse yaw) because
the right engine will be providing the remaining thrust. Many twins are designed with a counterrotating right engine. With this design, the degree of asymmetrical thrust is the same with either
engine inoperative. Neither engine is more critical than the other.
Since the pilot never executed the first step of identifying which engine failed, he feathered the
left engine and set the right engine at zero thrust. This essentially restricted the aircraft to a
controlled glide. Upon realizing that he was not going to make the runway, the pilot increased
power to both engines causing an enormous yaw to the left (the left propeller was feathered)
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whereupon the aircraft started to turn left. In desperation, the instructor closed both throttles and
the aircraft hit the ground and was substantially damaged.
Detect (the Problem)
Problem detection is the first step in the decision-making process. It begins with recognizing a
change occurred or an expected change did not occur. A problem is perceived first by the
senses and then it is distinguished through insight and experience. These same abilities, as well
as an objective analysis of all available information, are used to determine the nature and
severity of the problem. One critical error made during the decision-making process is
incorrectly detecting the problem. In the previous example, the change that occurred was a yaw.
Estimate (the Need To React)
In the engine-out example, the aircraft yawed right, the pilot was on final approach, and the
problem warranted a prompt solution. In many cases, overreaction and fixation excludes a safe
outcome. For example, what if the cabin door of a Mooney suddenly opened in flight while the
aircraft climbed through 1,500 feet on a clear sunny day? The sudden opening would be
alarming, but the perceived hazard the open door presents is quickly and effectively assessed
as minor. In fact, the door’s opening would not impact safe flight and can almost be disregarded.
Most likely, a pilot would return to the airport to secure the door after landing. The pilot flying on
a clear day faced with this minor problem may rank the open cabin door as a low risk. What
about the pilot on an IFR climb out in IMC conditions with light intermittent turbulence in rain
who is receiving an amended clearance from ATC? The open cabin door now becomes a higher
risk factor. The problem has not changed, but the perception of risk a pilot assigns it changes
because of the multitude of ongoing tasks and the environment. Experience, discipline,
awareness, and knowledge influences how a pilot ranks a problem.
Choose (a Course of Action)
After the problem has been identified and its impact estimated, the pilot must determine the
desirable outcome and choose a course of action. In the case of the multiengine pilot given the
simulated failed engine, the desired objective is to safely land the airplane.
Identify (Solutions)
The pilot formulates a plan that will take him or her to the objective. Sometimes, there may be
only one course of action available. In the case of the engine failure already at 500 feet or
below, the pilot solves the problem by identifying one or more solutions that lead to a successful
outcome. It is important for the pilot not to become fixated on the process to the exclusion of
making a decision.
Do (the Necessary Actions)
Once pathways to resolution are identified, the pilot selects the most suitable one for the
situation. The multiengine pilot given the simulated failed engine must now safely land the
aircraft.
Evaluate (the Effect of the Action)
Finally, after implementing a solution, evaluate the decision to see if it was correct. If the action
taken does not provide the desired results, the process may have to be repeated.
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